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 Aims and Objectives of Solace 

1. To help and allow the grieving process 

2. To reassure those who grieve that their  

 feelings are natural 

3. To provide a safe and respectful environment in which grief 

 can be freely expressed 

4. To respect the confidentiality of all that occurs in Solace  

5. To have the right to participate when a person so chooses  

6. To know you are supported 

7. To know you are accepted 

8. An understanding we are all different  

9. To deliver an ongoing peer led bereavement support and in

 formation programme that is; non-sectarian, non-party 

 political and non-denominational 

10. To promote the Ideals of Solace  

11.To work with Solace Grief Support Group W.A.’s extended 

 Objectives listed within the By-Laws.  

 

     Sharing and Caring Support Group: 

As we walk the inner corridors of peoples lives  

we seek and ask for: 

Mobile phones to be turned off just before the group starts, 

unless you have young children at home. 

Confidentiality of names and circumstances are maintained in 

Solace WA Inc. and outside of Solace WA Inc. 

Respectfully we seek that one person speaks at a time when 

we are together as it allows each of us to hear all that is said. 

We acknowledge that the worse grief is your own.  Hence, we 
seek mindfulness in wishing to compare what type of death is 

worse, or what gender has the worse grief.  

   

 

 

The quarterly newsletter of Solace Grief Support Group WA  Inc 

We are a non-profit peer led support group for people 

following the death of a spouse, partner or fiancé. 

PO Box 291 Como 6952 

Email: info@solacegriefsupportwa.org.au 

Website: www.solacegriefsupportwa.org.au 

Facilitator: 9474 3297        President: 0488 991 084 

 October— December   2019 

“Thankyou” to the Liberal Party’s Federal Member for Moore,  

Western Australia, the Hon. Ian Goodenough MP, for printing this newsletter  

mailto:info@solacegriefsupportwa.org.au
http://www.solacegriefsupportwa.org.au
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Solace Group Gatherings  

Times and Venues—In Brief: 

“There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story 

inside you” – Maya Angelou - 

 

WEST PERTH  4th Saturday   1.30pm—4.30pm 

City West Lotteries House, 2 Delhi Street, West Perth  6005 

The Daily  2nd Saturday  11.30am—2.00pm 

Cnr Collins St & Canning Hwy Kensington 

CONNOLLY  2nd Thursday  1.00pm—3.00pm 

Connolly Community Centre,  5 Glenelg Pl,  Connolly 6027 

Cafe Group  4th Thursday  1.00pm—3.00pm 

 

MANDURAH  3nd Monday  9.30am—12noon 

Christ’s Church Anglican Church, Sholl Street, Mandurah 6210 

Cafe Group  1st Monday  10.00am—12noon 

 

GOSNELLS  2nd Wednesday 9.30am-12.00n0on 

All Saints Church, cnr Dorothy St & Hicks St,  Gosnells 6110 

Cafe Group  4th Wednesday 10.00am—12 noon 

 

MUNDARING  3rd Tuesday  9.30am—12noon 

Church of Christ  1470 Stoneville Road, Mundaring  

Cafe Group  1st Thursday  10.00am—12noon  

 

Walking Group: North of River  

Walking Group: South of River  

Social Events:     Lunch / Tea—Dinner / Picnic

       Bus Trip / Cafe’s / Ballet /  
     Your ideas are welcomed 

         Mark Your Diary 

Mark  

Your  

Diary 
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Solace Contacts: 

President/Facilitator:             

Sandra              0488 991 084 

info@solacegriefsupportwa.org.au 

Secretary:    Liz  

solacewa.lizmarzi@gmail.com  

Facilitator:         

 Lynette   9474 3297           

solacewa@eftel.net.au 

Facilitator:   Joondalup             

Lynette   9474 3297 

Community Contacts: 

ARBOR  1300 11 44 46 

Suicide    

Angel Hands 9272 2242 

Trauma Recovery 

Lifeline:  13 11 14  

Samaritans: 9381 5725  

   9am—4.30pm 

Beyond Blue: 1300 22 46 36 

MensLine Aust: 1300 789 978 

QLife :        1800 184 527     

   3pm—12am  

Children & Adolescents 

Kids Helpline: 1800 55 1800  

          5yrs—25 yrs  

Head Space: 1800 650 890  

          12yrs—25yrs 

Youth Focus:  6266 4333  

Community Resources: 

Citizens Advice Bureau  

Fees Apply            9221 5711  

Coronial Counselling Service 

7am—6pm     9425 2900  

Country Callers     1800 671 994 

Counsellor A/H      0419 904 476 

 

Health Consumer’s Council  

        9221 3442 

Country Callers   1800 620 780 
 

Community Support: 

Chorus        9318 5700 

(formally Volunteer Task Force) 

Fees Apply  

 

Silver Chain            9242 0202 

Fees Apply  

Editors Note: 

These resources are ideas and we 

at Solace are aware that you will 

make a decision that is right for 

you.  These agencies are in the 

public domain and are here for 

ease of access.  

Your Input, Feedback, Poems, 

Stories, Ideas are valued and 

welcomed as are corrections. 

 

 Health and Wellbeing 

Homeopathy—Like treats Like 

Naturopathy—Building the body  

              to treat the cause 

Allopathic—treating the symptom  

       (medicine) 

Solace WA and Community Links 

mailto:info@solacegriefsupportwa.org.au
http://www.mensline.org.au/
https://www.qlife.org.au/
https://govolunteer.com.au/volunteering-organisations/7566
https://govolunteer.com.au/volunteering-organisations/7566
https://govolunteer.com.au/volunteering-organisations/7566
https://govolunteer.com.au/volunteering-organisations/7566
https://govolunteer.com.au/volunteering-organisations/7566
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Foods to Eat Before Bed 

Other Foods That May Promote Sleep 

Several other foods have sleep-promoting properties, but they 

have not been studied specifically for their effects on sleep. 

 Milk: Another known source of tryptophan, milk has been 

shown to improve sleep in the elderly, especially when taken 

along with melatonin and paired with exercise. 

 Bananas: Contain tryptophan and are a good source of  

magnesium. Both of these properties may help you get a good 

night’s sleep. 

 Oatmeal: Similar to rice, oatmeal is high in carbohydrates 

and has been reported to induce drowsiness when consumed  

before bed. Additionally, oats are a known source of melatonin. 

Cottage cheese: Contains a significant amount of caesin, which 

is a milk protein that is well known to sustain overnight muscle 

repair and growth when consumed before bed. 

Many foods have characteristics known to improve sleep quality, 

but their specific role in sleep is not supported by scientific  

evidence. 

The Bottom Line 

Getting enough sleep is very important for your health. 

Fortunately, several foods may help, thanks to their content of 

sleep-regulating hormones and brain chemicals, including  

melatonin and serotonin. 

Additionally, some foods contain high amounts of specific  

antioxidants and nutrients, such as magnesium, that are known 

to enhance sleep by helping you fall asleep faster or stay asleep 

longer. 

To reap the benefits of sleep-enhancing foods, it may be best to 

consume them 2–3 hours before bed. This is because eating  

immediately before going to sleep may cause digestive issues, 

such as acid reflux. 

Overall, more research is necessary to conclude the specific role 

that foods have in promoting sleep, but their known effects are 

very promising. 
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Local News: 

New Sharing and Caring Groups: 

Mundaring, Mandurah, Gosnells  

New Cafe Groups: 

Mundaring, Mandurah, Gosnells  

NOTE: For your health and wellbeing we are only able to provide 

our Cafe, Walking and Activities Groups to Registered Members .  

We would love to meet you and have you along so please give 

Membership a thought. Registration is at any of the Sharing and 

Caring Groups. 
 

Groups 

Walking Group:                                

If you are interested in attending the walking group please contact  

Janet 0428 681 104.  Janet is open to ideas. 

Sharing and Caring Groups  & Cafe Group: 

See page on the left 

Social Connections: 

Watch this Space as  Member Adele is seeking your input on  

activities / outings for Solace.  

 

 

 

 

 

Solace WA Keeping You In Touch 
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From our Members 

 

Keith’s T Model Ford  

The attached photo taken in “St George’s Terrace, Perth” in 1979 

appeared on the front page of the Sunday Times with the heading 

“Intrepid Travellers”.  In the pouring rain Keith and Joy were  

driving to Kings Park for the start of a rally to Albany. 

Keith and Joy were members of the Veteran Car Club of WA and 

along with twenty other veteran cars competed in this rally called 

“Way 79” to celebrate our 150 years of settlement. 

The rally took a week taking in many towns and schools with many 

people lining the streets to view these wonderful  

veteran cars. 
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Foods to Eat Before Bed 

 
If you want to eat almonds before bed to determine if they impact 

your sleep quality, a 1-ounce (28-gram) serving, or about a  

handful, should be adequate. 

Almonds are a source of melatonin and the sleep-promoting  

mineral magnesium, two properties that make them a great food 

to eat before bed. 

 

Chamomile 
 

Chamomile tea is a popular herbal tea that may offer a variety of. 

It is well known for its content of flavones, a class of antioxidants 

that reduce inflammation that often leads to chronic diseases, such 

as cancer and heart disease. 

There is also some evidence that drinking chamomile tea may 

boost your immune system, reduce anxiety and depression and 

improve skin health. In addition, chamomile tea has some unique 

properties that may improve sleep quality. 

Specifically, chamomile tea contains apigenin, an antioxidant that 

binds to certain receptors in your brain that may promote  

sleepiness and reduce insomnia. 

One study in 34 adults found those who consumed 270 mg of 

chamomile extract twice daily for 28 days fell asleep 15 minutes 

faster and experienced less night time wakening, compared to 

those who did not consume the extract. 

Another study found that women who drank chamomile tea for two 

weeks reported improved sleep quality, compared to non-tea 

drinkers. 

Those who drank chamomile tea also had fewer symptoms of  

depression, which is commonly associated with sleep problems. 

Drinking chamomile tea before going to bed is certainly worth  

trying if you want to improve the quality of your sleep. 
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Getting good sleep is incredibly important for your overall health. 

It may reduce your risk of developing certain chronic illnesses, 

keep your brain and digestion healthy and boost your immune 

system  

It's generally recommended to get between 7 and 9 hours of  

uninterrupted sleep each night, though many people struggle to 

get enough  

There are many strategies you can use to promote good sleep, 

including making changes to your diet, as some foods have  

sleep-promoting properties. 

 

Almonds 

Almonds are a type of tree nut with many health benefits. 

They are an excellent source of many nutrients, as one ounce 

contains 14% of your daily needs for phosphorus, 32% for  

manganese and 17% for riboflavin as well as fibre, protein,  

magnesium, vitamin E.  

Also, eating almonds regularly has been associated with lower 

risks of a few chronic diseases, such as type 2 diabetes and heart 

disease. This is attributed to their content of healthy  

monounsaturated fat, fibre and antioxidants. 

It has been claimed that almonds may also help boost sleep  

quality. 

This is because almonds, along with several other types of nuts, 

are a source of the sleep-regulating hormone melatonin. 

Magnesium provides 19% of your daily needs in only 1 ounce of 

Almonds. Consuming adequate amounts of magnesium may help 

improve sleep quality, especially for those who have insomnia   

Magnesium’s role in promoting sleep is thought to be due to its 

ability to reduce inflammation. Additionally, it may help reduce 

levels of the stress hormone cortisol, which is known to interrupt 

sleep. 

Yet despite this, research on almonds and sleep is sparse. 
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From our Members 

  
 Keith completely built his “T Model Ford” from parts gathered from 

all over the State especially from Kalgoorlie and old mining towns. 

Keith and Joy had the most wonderful times being members of the 

Veteran Car Club of WA and participated in many rallies. Keith a 

motor mechanic by trade had an extraordinary amount of talent 

and attention to detail and loved nothing better than restoring or 

completely building vintage cars. 

Another car that Keith built was a “De Doin Bouton” a 1904 French 

Single Cylinder 2 Seater Car that was eventually sold overseas and 

went on to compete in the London to Brighton Veteran Car Rally. 

Keith’s interest then went to building and restoring many cycle 

bikes and was in the process of building a “Four Wheel Cycle Car” 

from old bikes frames complete with a small engine.  Sadly Keith 

did not finish this project.   

Joy Winsor 

Beloved wife of Keith 

 

Photo – Joy and Keith  

 

 

 

Perhaps they are not stars in the sky. 

But rather openings where our loved ones, 

Shine down to let us know they are happy. 

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/9-proven-benefits-of-almonds
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/ways-to-lower-cortisol
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Out and About 

I took this photograph of flowers, on my Solace walk in Kings 

Park, as they looked like birds. 

“The Walking Group in the Kings park was great.  

I enjoyed the fresh air and the beautiful nature.  

Janet is the best tour guide. 

It is shameful to say that even though I have lived here 

since 2000 I have not seen much of the Kings Park as my 

late husband Tom and I are not much of bush walkers.  

Thanks to Solace, I have seen and know more of Kings Park 

now. “ 

From Eileen G wife of Tom 

(note we have since found out they are called Crotalaria cunning-

hamii  Common name: Green bird flower) 
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As we spoke on Monday I wanted to acknowledge my  

appreciation of your email on Father’s Day.  I find Father’s Day 
the hardest day on the calendar  as my heart breaks for my four 

children who do not have their beloved Dad here to celebrate 
with.  The lead up to and constant reminders of Father's Day 

make me feel quite sad and lonely as my family now have to find 
other ways of marking the day - I make sure I buy each of them 

a very large Toblerone as it was Neill’s favourite chocolate and it 
just seems to be a good idea to eat a lot of chocolate! 

And we also spoke of one of the secondary losses from Neill’s 
death which is the loss of the Father of the Bride.  I have three 

daughters (and one son) so if they do chose to marry, it will be 
very poignant that he is not here.  I have spoken to them about 

how they think they will address it (if and when it happens) and 
interestingly they each have a different approach; 

Emma has decided she would like their brother, Henry, to walk 
her down the aisle. 

Charlotte has decided that she would like to walk alone. 

Kate has decided that she wants me to walk her down the aisle. 

I love the fact that each of them has decided what is right for 
them and it is different for each of them.  I will be very assertive 

in making sure their wishes are respected and that if others 
(particularly family) suggest something they think is more  

appropriate, they will be firmly put in their place.  I also love that 
they have thought it through in advance so they are all  

comfortable with their decision and it will not be as confronting 
at the time. 

The secondary losses continue to challenge the grieving journey! 

Kind regards 

Anthea 

Editor:  We would love to hear from you, if you are able to 

share; what your secondary losses are and how have you and 
your children managed those ‘special family occasions’ where 

‘dad’ or ‘hubby’ has a family role ? 

Letters from Members 
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When You Have Lost Someone You Loved 

By Donna Ashworth  

https://ladiespassiton.com/2017/09/08/lost-someone-love/ 

Excerpt: 

If you are struggling to carry on without them,  

This is it, 

Use the love.  

Carry them with you in all that you do,  

using their love as the source. 

It is what they would want. 

Tell their stories, mention their name,  

feel their love – and share it. 

Do not let the pain of their loss overshadow the love that they  

created whilst alive. 

Make them count. 

Remember, grief is the price you pay for a love divine. 

The stronger the love, 

the deeper the grief 

but love, 

love will always win in the end. 
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Out and About 

 

Gandjandjal, a tropical tree that has big and heavy fruits, and 

needs to grow extra strong roots above ground to keep the tree 

upright.  

The fruits can be used for their seeds, but it is a cumbersome 

process to get them .  

I now know that the Boab Tree heals it's wounds from the inside, 
whilst other trees heal from the outside.  

We learned that the name Eucalyptus is derived from the Ancient 
Greek words eu meaning "good", "well", "true", "beautiful" or 

"very" and kalypto meaning "cover", "conceal" or "hide" referring 
to the Gumnuts covering the flower buds.  

Kind regards, Helna 

https://ladiespassiton.com/2017/09/08/lost-someone-love/
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Committee News 

Solace WA Annual General Meeting was held on Saturday 28th 
September 2019 

Committee nominations were received and accepted from the 
following members: 

Sandra Button, Lynette Gillam, Liz Marzi, Karen Lenny, Patricia 
Flynn-Scrutton, Eileen Dickerson, Mary Overton and Rosanne 

Clinch. Office bearers positions will be decided at the next  
committee meeting. 

Our thanks to our past Vice President Dennis for his input to  
Solace WA  

 
 
 
To honour you, I get up everyday and take a breath, and start 
another day without you in it. 
To honour you, I laugh and love with those who knew your 
smile, and the way your eyes twinkled with mischief and secret 
knowledge. 
To honour you, I take the time to appreciate everyone I love, I 
know now there is no guarantee of days or hours spent in their 
presence. 
To honour you, I listen to music you would have liked, and sing 
at the top of my lungs, with the windows rolled down. 
To honour you, I take chances, say what I feel, hold nothing 
back, risk making a fool of myself, dance every dance. 
You were my light, my heart, my gift of love, from the very high-
est source. So everyday, I vow to make a difference, share a 
smile, live, laugh and love. 
Now I live for us both, so all I do, I do to honour you. 
 
 Beautifully written by Connie F. Kiefer Byrd  
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Time to Cook? 

Leak and Sage Risotto with Streaky Bacon 

1 tablespoon olive oil     2 leeks sliced 

4 sage leaves shredded or pinch dried 85g risotto rice 

Small glass of wine    200ml hot vegetable stock 

2-3 rashers streaky bacon    

3 tablespoons grated parmesan 

Method: 

1. Heat the oil in a pan, add the leeks and sage and fry for  
2 mins until the leeks are starting to soften. Stir in the rice 

and cook for 1 min, stirring. Add the wine and stock and bring 
to the boil. Reduce the heat, cover and simmer for 10-12 
mins until the rice is tender. 

2. Meanwhile, grill the bacon until golden and crisp. Remove 
the rice from the heat, then stir in 2 tbsp of the Parmesan 
and freshly ground pepper. Spoon onto a plate, sprinkle with 
the remaining Parmesan and top with the bacon. 

 

1. The longest one syllable word in the English Dictionary is 
‘screeched.” 

2. No word in the English language rhymes with; 

        month 

        orange 

        silver 

        purple 

3. ‘Dreamt’ is the only word in the English language that ends in 

‘mt’. 
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9.  Grief Comes And Goes 

Grief is not a disease. Sometimes, at first, we do not feel the 

pain of grief because we are in shock and numb.  Often the pain 
is more intense some months after the event.  Even then grief is 

not unlike a roller coaster.  One day we feel pretty good, the 
next we find ourselves in the depths of despair. Grief comes and 

goes and lasts longer than most people expect. Trust the  
process.  Trust yourself.  

10.  Effective Grief Work Is Not Done Alone 

Society has unrealistic expectations about mourning and often 

responds inappropriately.  Most people do not understand what is 
‘normal’ in grief and expect us to ‘get over it’ quickly.  We may 

also expect this of ourselves. 

Many people believe that grief is so personal we want to keep it 

to ourselves.  Once the funeral is over they may feel  
uncomfortable or afraid to say or do the wrong thing and our loss 

is not mentioned and they do nothing.    

People, whilst meaning well when using cliches, can be  

insensitive and have unrealistic expectations. Therefore it is not 
unusual to shut ourselves away. Grieving people need to talk.  

Not everyone will be willing or even able to respond to you and 
in fairness, not everyone can.  Accept that and try to find a  

support group or a counsellor who can help, or talk to someone 
who has been through a similar experience.  

 

We welcome your thoughts or comments or the sharing of your 

experiences. 

 

https://cornellmemorial.com/25/10-Facts-about-Grief-and-

Grieving.html 

From:  Brookfield Memorial Home, USA 

Edited:  for the full article please use the link above.  Editor Solace 

WA Newsletter 
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Staying Safe While Banking 

Reports from Banks lately are that Scams and Fraud are on the 

rise throughout Australia and we all must stay vigilant. A recent 

example was where hackers were fraudulently accessing  

Facebook accounts and posing as the person whose account they 

have hacked, like a close friend for instance. The hacker is then 

chatting to the friends of that profile through Facebook  

Messenger, posing as the trusted friend, and mentioning they 

have won a large amount of money such as a Lottery, and you, 

as a friend of theirs, are also entitled to the same windfall. All the 

while you think you are talking to a close friend, when in fact you 

are talking to a fraudster. They then put you in touch with  

someone else from whom, you can “claim your winnings”. Then 

through masterful manipulation techniques, victims of these 

types of scams have lost tens of thousands of dollars in an effort 

to claim these fake winnings, under the impression they must 

pay upfront tax, delivery costs and other falsifications on the 

funds, prior to their release to you. Please stay vigilant with  

regards to your banking. Question things, be skeptical and above 

all, if you do not feel comfortable, approach your bank before 

proceeding with any transaction. Banks will NEVER ask you to 

confirm your PIN, Card Number or password under ANY  

circumstances. Nor should anyone ask you to log into your  

Internet Banking on your computer for any reason. Banks have 

found themselves as the front line of defense against fraud and 

scams and are happy to assist customers where possible. Feel 

free to drop into your local branch if you wish to speak about 

anything regarding fraud or scams. 

 

Article submitted by a Solace 

family member who works in 

the banking industry. 

https://cornellmemorial.com/25/10-Facts-about-Grief-and-Grieving.html
https://cornellmemorial.com/25/10-Facts-about-Grief-and-Grieving.html
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Healing Connections 

10 Facts About Grieving 
 

1. Grief Is Normal. 

Grief is not a disease. It is the normal, human response to a 

significant loss.  People, may encourage you to “be strong” or 
“not to cry”.  Our grief is saying that we miss the person and 

that we’re struggling to adjust to a life without that special  
relationship.  It may be one of the most challenging experiences 

of your life.  You are not crazy, or weak, or ‘not handling things’. 
You are experiencing grief and that is a normal  

response.  

 2. The Worst Kind Of Grief Is YOURS 

People question if it is worse to lose someone after a long  
lingering illness or if they die suddenly and unexpectedly.  The 

worst kind of loss is yours.   

When you lose a significant person from your life, whatever the 

relationship, whatever the death,  it hurts and nothing takes 
away from your right to feel the loss and grief and absence of 

that person from your life.  

 3.  The Way Out Of Grief Is Through It. 

Grief is painful and it is one of the most difficult human  
experiences.  There is no easy way.  We may try to avoid the 

pain.  We may attempt to get ‘over it’ as quickly as  
possible. Most often it simply does not work that way. We need 

to find the courage to go through our experience of grief.   
Learning this is a major key to recovery. 

4. Your Grief Is Intimately Connected To The Relationship 

Every relationship holds a special and unique significance to 

us.  To fully interpret our grief response we need to understand 
what the relationship brought to my life and therefore what has 

been lost from my life.   
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Healing Connections 

 

 
5. Grief Is Hard Work 

Grief requires more energy than most people expect.  It takes a 

toll on us physically and emotionally.  This is why we often feel 
fatigued, apathetic towards people and events.  The problem is 

often compounded by people’s expectations of us to be strong or 
pull ourselves together or to get on with life.  

6. Your Grief Will Take Longer Than Most People Think 

The first few months may be intense and the first year difficult; 

especially with all the ‘firsts’ and attending to documents. There 
are the obvious such as;  birthdays, family events and not so  

obvious when we hear a tune, or the “year ago day”. Know it is 
normal and be compassionate with yourself.  The second year 

has been said to be the ‘lonely year’ with the realisation of a life 
without our loved one. Grief lasts far longer than we and people 

expect. Take your time. 

7. Grief Is Unpredictable 

You may experience a wide variety of feelings and reactions, 
not just those generally associated with grief, like sadness,  

crying, anger, forgetfulness etc. Grief is unpredictable; hence 
some of your responses may be uncharacteristic.  In an  

unexpected moment, suddenly, without warning you find  
yourself missing the person again. .  The one predictable thing 

about grief is that it is unpredictable. 

8.  There May Be “Secondary Losses” To Deal With. 

There are many losses with the death of your beloved which 
may precipitate many changes in your life.  Loss of financial  

security, a home, independence, roles ( eg carer ), family home, 
mobility, friendships, lifestyle, confidant, soul mate, handyman, 

cook, co-parent, income, loss of dreams and happiness. 

Each has its own impact and significance for each of us; hence 

each loss needs to be mourned.  

 

 


